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Automated adaptive computational modeling of high Reynolds number turbulent flow and fluid-
structure interaction with contact in the FEniCS-HPC framework 

We focus on three challenges in the modeling of fluids:
1. High Reynolds number turbulent flow
2. Turbulent fluid-structure interaction (FSI) with contact
3. General duality-based adaptive error control for multiphysics problems

We address these problems in the setting of  a general stabilized adaptive finite element methodology  we denote General 
Galerkin (G2) realized in the automated massively  parallel FEniCS-HPC open source software framework [4, 7, 10, 15,  9, 7], 
taking the weak form of  the partial differential equation (PDE) as input and automatically  generating low- level source code for 
assembling tensors and a posteriori error estimates and indicators for adaptive error control [12,  13],  with good scaling on 
supercomputers [7, 15].

We give an overview of the methodology and the FEniCS-HPC framework, which includes the components:

1. Automated discretization  where the weak form of  a PDE in mathematical nota- tion is translated into a system of  algebraic 
equations using code generation [4, 16].

2. Automated error control, ensures that the discretization error e = u - U in a given quantity  is smaller than a given tolerance 
by  adaptive mesh refinement based on duality-based a posteriori error estimates [1, 3, 2]. An a posteri error estimateand error 
indicators are automatically  generated from the weak form of  the PDE, by  directly  using the error representation. Since this 
approach gives a global a posteriori error estimate that is zero (due to Galerkin orthogonality), the error representation has 
traditionally  been thought  to contain no information about the error. However, we show the opposite by  deriving a priori 
estimates for the error indicator and by  detailed numerical experiments, that locally, the orthogonal error representation behaves 
very similar to the non-orthogonal error representation using a quadratic approximation of the dual [12, 13].

3. Automated modeling, where we treat the fluid and solid in FSI as one contin- uum with a phase indicator function and 
moving mesh mesthods for tracking phase interfaces and implicitly  modeling contact in fluid-structure interaction based on 
computing distances by  solving an Eikonal equation and modeling the contact zone by  switching from fluid to solid phase in the 
model [5,  14]. Another aspect is  a resid- ual based implicit  turbulence model, where the turbulent dissipation is implicitly 
modeled by the numerical stabilization [11, 6].

4. Slip boundary layer modeling, where we model the small skin friction at high Reynolds numbers by  a slip boundary 
condition, saving the prohibitive computa- tional cost of resolving the very thin boundary layer [11].

We present several applications, such as self-oscillating vocal folds in a turbulent fluid- structure interaction setting with contact 
in the EUNISON [17, 14] project and adaptive simulation of  a full aircraft at  take-off  and landing conditions as a contribution to 
the HiLiftPW-2 workshop organized by NASA and Boeing among others [8]. This research is mainly  supported by  a Severo 
Ochoa Center of  Excellence grant (Spain) for BCAM, a PRACE Tier-0 HPC grant (EU) for FEniCS-HPC and an EU FP7 grant 
(EU) for the EUNISON project. 
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